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    The Manchester Community College PRIDE Club hosted its second
annual Drag Show Nov. 17 at 7 p.m.
in the SBM Charitable Auditorium.
The show raised $210 for True Colors Inc. organization and welcomed
an audience of about 130 people.
    The event was a two part presentation that showcased the talents of five
different performers, all of whom participated for free. Drag Queens Bella
Lucia, Dani Arranka, Marita Bonita,
and Diva Divine, along with a set by the
MCC Dance Team turned the auditorium
from an unexciting, empty room to a
fabulous, high energy hot spot for charitable entertainment. The drag queens
lip-synced and danced to an assortment
of songs by pop music greats, ranging from Britney Spears to Pat Benatar.
    The obvious crowd favorite was Arranka, who performed Madonna’s hit
song “Vogue” for her finale. She used
back-up dancers in her tremendous, fastpaced choreography (all done in six-inch

heels) that earned a standing ovation
from the mostly-heterosexual crowd.
The show was lead by the hilarious and
foul-mouthed emcee, Harlett le Fleur,
who used to be a student at MCC and
a member of the college’s PRIDE club.
The name stands for People Respecting Intimacy and Diversity Everywhere.
    Le Fleur, who went by Walter Feldman
as a student, and the rest of the PRIDE
club came up with the idea for a drag
show last year as a way to raise money for
True Colors. The organization, which is
located in Hartford, is an advocacy group
that works with GLBTQI (gay, lesbian,
bisexual, transgender, questioning/queer
and intersex youth. They work closely
with the Department of Children and
Families to offer services and mentoring
for sexual minorities. Le Fleur volunteers for True Colors and said that the best
way to contact the group is through its
Facebook page. They can also be reached
at the website www.ourtruecolors.org.
    True Colors is holding its yearly conference at the University of Connecticut
in March. MCC PRIDE holds its weekly
meetings Mondays from 3 to 4 p.m. in
AST D229.

Watch Out for Pre-Holiday
Predatory Lending
By Susan Garvey
Live Wire Staff Writer
A new bill called the CARD Act
will protect consumers from unfair terms for loans and credit
cards. The CARD Act took effect
on December 1. But some credit
card companies and banks used
the time before the bill took effect
to get Americans to take on additional loans and other debt. The
new legislation may also explain
why the Christmas season seemed
to start even earlier this year and
why this is a particularly dangerous time to rely on credit cards.
Prior to launching their new Spanish contemporary music format,
97.5 FM began playing nothing but
Jose Feliciano’s “Feliz Navidad”
for two days right before Halloween. Hearing that perennial holiday
song over and over again was infuriating, yet it still had the intended
effect of causing me to feel slightly
uneasy about how many shopping
days I had left until Christmas.
Not too long after that, when I
went into Webster Bank to replace
a lost debit card, the smiling bank
teller encouraged me to consider
applying for a new credit card es-

pecially for my upcoming holiday
expenses. Given how economically
hard times are this year, the last
thing I want to do is end up owing
the bank money in January when
the holidays are just a memory.
Many people believe that the
predatory lending practices of banks
and credit card companies are a root
cause of the current economic hard
times. In order to protect American consumers from these deceptive
lending practices, Congress passed
the CARD Act (Credit Card Accountability, Responsibility and Disclosure Act) which was signed into
law by President Obama in May.
Congress originally gave banks
and credit card companies until
February to meet the standards set
by the bill. But many consumers
complained that that left consumers
unprotected for the holiday season
if they chose to rely on credit cards
to keep themselves afloat. The Pew
Charitable Trusts’ Safe Credit Card
Project studied the lending practices
of companies whose cards encompass
more than 90 percent of all outstanding debt in the country. Pew noticed

See Spending, pg 3

Minds and support expand for alternative lifestyles through
the MCC PRIDE sponsored 2nd Annual Drag Show. The show
featured performances by several drag queens, including those
pictured above.
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The Criminal Justice Club is holding its 13th annual Snow Angels Toy Drive. This year toys will be collected for needy children, ages 1-11 who
have one or more parents presently incarcerated within the prison system. The Community Partners In Action (previously known as Connecticut
Prison Association-CPA) will be the beneficiary. Toy donations ($10-$12) should be wrapped and a small tag should be attached to the outside of the
present to describe the contents. Designated drop boxes will be located around the school or may be dropped off with club advisor Donna Nicholson
(LRC A244) anytime after Nov. 30. You may call 512-2756 for additional information.
Children of all ages are invited to one exclusive performance of “Holiday Stories Come Alive!” presented by the MCC Drama Club. Come laugh
and enjoy some silly stories on Tuesday, Dec. 8, from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m. in the SBC Charitable Foundation Auditorium. Admission is free for any and
all children in the MCC community, especially those belonging to students, faculty and staff. For more information, contact club advisors Albert Kim
(akim@mcc.commnet.edu) or Kaarina Finegan (kfinegan@mcc.commnet.edu).

MCC PRIDE meets on Mondays, from 3 to 4 p.m. in Room AST D-229. All are welcome! For more information about the club contact advisor
Jody Bailey at 512-3384 or email her at jbailey@mcc.commnet.edu.

Though all the leaves have fallen and a wintry chill is in the air, MCC’s Team Green, also known as the Sustainability Club, is frost-resistant.
We’re still alive and thriving. The team, along with the help of MCC’s Culinary Program, was warming folks up and filling their bellies at a Sustainability Luncheon held earlier this fall. After attendees feasted on a delicious meal of locally-grown and freshly prepared fish, cheeses, and produce,
MCC’s Team Green presented four Awards of Highest Merit. The first award was presented to Russell Sabadosa, Chuck Russell, and MCC’s Computer Repair and Share Club for establishing the Computer Recycling Program. This student club takes old donated computers, refurbishes them
and gives them away -- entirely free of charge -- to students. Last year, the program’s first 40 computers were distributed. Planned as an ongoing
project and maintaining the college-wide commitment to going “green,” applications are available online at www.mcc.commnet.edu/freecomputers.
A lottery will be held once a month, with the exception of summer and winter breaks, to distribute the reconditioned computers. Students need apply
only once to be considered in each month’s lottery. The second award went out to Jason Blosser, Clayton Church, Tim Gottier, and Doug Michele,
for their instrumental research and development of a protocol allowing for campus computers to be shut off in the evening. After a few months of
study and testing, these technology specialists found a way around the previous practice of leaving computers on all night in order to update virus
protection and software. This change affected 1,500 computers (including those at Great Path Academy), at 10 hours a day, 365 days a year. That’s
5,475,000 hours each year that the computers may now be switched off, providing an enormous savings of energy and financial resources to boot.
Bettylou Sandy, was recognized for her work leading the MCC Community Garden. A great way to link the college to the community while encouraging organic gardening and environmental awareness, 11 of 20 total plots are currently in use by community members, academic departments (biology and archeology), and faculty and staff. If you, too, are passionate about the environment and the contributing role we play at MCC, join us and
our endeavors at Team Green. We welcome and encourage your environmentally conscious, earth savvy ways. Who knows? Your “green” practices
may earn you an Award of Merit at next year’s luncheon. For more information about Team Green, contact Andy Paterna at apaterna@mcc.commnet.
edu.

ICE Radio is offering a free 30-second public service announcement to clubs or for
events to be broadcast on air. ICE is MCC’s only Internet radio station. ICE is looking for new on-air hosts and music show producers. ICE radio holds meetings on the
2nd Wednesday of every month in LRC B-149. Interested students or clubs can contact
the ICE faculty advisor Albert Kim at akim@mcc.commnet.edu. ICE radio broadcasts
24/7 live at www.mcc.commnet.edu/ice.
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The MCC Dance Club is accepting donations of new unwrapped toys for their Holiday Festival, which will be held on Saturday, Dec. 12, from noon to 3:30 p.m. in the
lobby of the Arts, Sciences and Technology building. Toys can be dropped off with
Katharine Jones in Admissions in the Lowe Building in rooms L156 and L157 before
Dec. 10. Through the Holiday Festival, the club is reaching out to children ages 1
through 12 who are from families experiencing financial difficulties and children who
are under the care or guardianship of the Department of Children and Families and
other similar services. For more information, contact Wanda Haynes at 512-2691 or
Katherine Jones at 512-3213.
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If you are interested in poetry and want it published then submit poetry to the Freshwater publication at Asnuntuck Community College. Freshwater is accepting submissions for the 2010 issue to be published in May. ACC asks that you submit no more
than five poems, with your name, address and e-mail address on each poem, and a brief
biographical note, and a stamped self-addressed envelope for notification. The deadline
for submissions is Dec. 30. There will be an Editors’ Prize of $200 for a single selected
poem. Entries may be submitted by mail to Freshwater, Asnuntuck Community College, 170 Elm Street Enfield, CT 06082. You may also send submissions by e-mail to
freshwater@mcc.commnet.edu. Any additional questions please call 860-253-3105.
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Empty Bowls Helps Empty Wallets
and Fill Stomachs
By Ethan Brooks
Live Wire Staff Writer
Close your eyes. Take a few deep breaths
and relax as I take you back in time. Imagine a warm glowing scene, where hundreds of
people are milling about, chatting, eating, and
enjoying the savory smells of a hundred different kinds of soups, breads, and desserts.
If you could accurately imagine such an event
you would have a decent, if not slightly exaggerated, idea of the scene I happened upon
in October, when the Manchester Community College’s Culinary Department worked
with Foodshare, a local nonprofit organization that fights hunger in Connecticut, to
host the 12th Annual Empty Bowls project.
What is the Empty Bowls project? And how is
it possible that so many hungry people show up
to an event called EMPTY Bowls? And indeed
why, if they were trying to combat hunger, would
they not name the event something more along
the lines of “Bowls Heavily Laden with Soup,”
or “The Last Soup-er,” or perhaps “The Soup-er
Bowl,” so as to draw in the masses of people
who are hungry and would very much like to
avoid any situation that involves an empty bowl?
Empty Bowls is an event in which participants show up to the culinary department a little
before 11 a.m. and pay for any of a multitude
of handmade ceramic bowls. This bowl is their
golden ticket to a four-hour feast from a seemingly endless array of soups, breads, drinks, and
cakes. The Culinary students and faculty, along
with more than 50 of greater Hartford’s restaurants team up to supply the attendees with all
the food they could want. When the gorging is
done, they even sell off quarts of soup to take
home. Everything, from the bowls to the food
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Above: Admirers
have trouble deciding on their choice
of soup vessel, due
to the large selection donated to the
Empty Bowls project by local pottery
studios.

Left: With over 15
varieties to choose
from, supporters
hailing from far
and wide, continue
to feast on soup, returning for seconds
and even thirds.

Continued from Spending, pg 1
that right after the legislation passed the banks
reacted by raising the average interest rate on
some cards by 20 percent and making other
changes unfavorable to the credit card holders.
According to Nick Burke of Pew, “When
the CARD Act goes into full effect next year,
it’s going to stop a lot of unfair and deceptive
practices…but right now, the credit card companies can rewrite the contract at any time.”
This includes changing interest rates without warning, raising fees for balance transfers,
cash advances and overdraft protection and just

cutting someone’s line of credit even if they
have always paid the minimum balances on
time. In alarm, new legislation was hurriedly
passed moving up the date that banks must
stop such practices and complies with the new
standards from February 22 to December 1.
This reduced the time that lenders had to
swindle, pressure and entice American consumers who were starting to worry about being
able to afford the holidays. It may also explain
the intensified pressure on consumers to spend
right now and why so many holiday sales this
year started before the traditional Friday after Thanksgiving, also known as Black Friday.
Even with the new legislative protections,

to the man hours is donated, so every penny is
pure profit and it all goes to benefit Foodshare.
Foodshare is a tremendous contender in the
war to end hunger. They attack it from several
different directions, including the delivery
of more than 30,000 pounds of food to food
banks all over the greater Hartford area each
day. They get food from dozens of manufacturers, supermarkets, and restaurants, focusing on food that is near the end of its shelf life.
Having worked in a supermarket myself, I’ve
witnessed the massive amount of food that
is thrown out on a daily basis, for no reason
other than it is near the “best by” date, so I
can attest to the good that Foodshare is doing.
In case you are someone who likes to
quantify good in numbers, try these on for
size. Last year this event alone raised more
than $12,000, an average of $3,000 per hour,
which is the equivalent of 200 bowls sold per
hour. This, according to Foodshare’s website,
is enough to feed 400 hungry people for an
entire month, or one hungry person for 400
months, or 50 years. This year there were
more than 40 varieties of soup, and along with
at least a half dozen types of bread, seven desserts and two drinks, yielding more than 3,900
possible plate combinations at any given time.
As for the food, it was also very good. I had
a bowl of the clam chowder, as well as a bowl
of something called pasta fagioli, a name,
I’m embarrassed to say, I cannot pronounce
to this day regardless of my Italian roots. As
for breads, I indulged in a delicious pepperoni
cheese bread, Italian bread, and slices from
two scrumptious but unidentifiable loaves. Everyone at the event was raving about a phantom apple bisque, which I regrettably never
saw, and I cannot vouch for the chicken noodle soup, although I know someone who can.
While the money comes from those of us
who show up to eat the food, the people who
really deserve recognition are, as always,
those behind the scenes. From the artists who
make the bowls to the chefs and students that
cook the food, to the crowds of volunteers who
step up to dish it out, and the clean up crewthis event couldn’t have happened without
them. What’s better was that every single one
of them seemed to be enjoying themselves.
As for the befuddling name, contrary to
popular belief, the event is not named Empty Bowls to bring attention to the more than
100,000 people in the greater Hartford area
who go hungry each day. Rather instead of
being viewed as a noun prefaced by an adjective - empty bowls, bowls that are empty- it is
meant to be read as a noun prefaced by a verb
- empty bowls, as in “Empty those bowls!”
You see, it’s not a description, it’s a command.
Now if you’ll excuse me I’ve got a brand
new, hand-crafted, ceramic bowl downstairs
and it’s empty. I’m off to go fill it with something.

consumers must be wary of signing deceptively appealing contracts that lending institutions may offer. On my visit to Webster Bank earlier this month,
a bank employee tried to get me to sign up for a
check protection plan that seemed too good to be
true. When I asked to see the details of the contract I was signing, he had nothing to show me.
The copy of the contract came about two weeks
later at my request and it turned out to be a type
of rollover credit line that would be attached to
my checking account and would basically allow
the bank to continue to charge fees for overdrafts.
This holiday season, I’m just glad that most stores
have re-opened their layaway departments, something that hasn’t been around for a few seasons.
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Meet A
Professor:
Diane Hillyer,
Math Department
By Eliana Alvarez
Live Wire Staff Writer
Q: How long have you been at MCC?
A. I have been at MCC for 23 years.
Q: What do you teach?
A. Math courses including Elementary Algebra, Intermediate Algebra, Pre-calculus, and Calculus.
Q: Where did you attend school?
A. Lowell College for undergrad and Central Connecticut State University for my masters.
Q: Out of all the colleges, why MCC?
A. It’s a pleasure to experience the great student diversity. MCC has students from many different
countries as well as many different ages.
Q: What interested you in math?
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A. Math was always something that came natural to me. I enjoy solving problems and puzzles have always been interesting to me. Generally speaking, I really enjoy the precision that math involves.
Q: Any words of advice to those for whom math isn’t their forte?
A. The most important thing I can advise is to try to always attend class as well as be engaged in your education. Even if math isn’t necessarily your strongest subject, you need
to have perseverance. If you are having trouble, get extra help, whether it’s talking to your teacher, the tutoring lab or whatever else. Also just keep an open mind, especially
with math and strive to challenge yourself.
Q: What’s your favorite book?
A. The Last Lecture by Randy Pausch. It’s a book about putting life into perspective and really striving to make your dreams come true.
Q: What kind of other activities do you like to take part in besides teaching?
A. Gardening! I love digging in the dirt and experiencing nature.
Q: If you not a teacher you would be…
A. Racecar driver. I’m sure in another life I was one.
Q: What has been one of the most rewarding things you’ve encountered as a teacher?
A. Perhaps one of the most rewarding things I’ve encountered as a teacher is having former students come back and tell me how I’ve influenced them and how grateful they were
of my teaching methods. It shows how much appreciation they have for my methods of teaching, which is extremely rewarding.
Q: What’s your approach to teaching?
A. Interactive. I believe that it should be the students doing the math as opposed to the other way around because it’s the only way they’ll remember what they’re doing. I’m truly
not afraid of making a fool out of myself by jumping up or down assimilating a rocket to teach ranges or bring in props such as a picture of my uncle Fred when I teach slope.
It’s all about your education and through this method I make sure you take part in it.
Q: How do you think MCC can be improved?
A. Increase the parking and the Caf hours.
Q: If you met Pres. Barack Obama today what would you ask him?
A. When are our troops coming home?
Q: Do you believe the world is going to end in 2012?
A. Not at all, I’m an optimist.
Q: What’s something most people would find unexpected about you?
A. In college, I almost majored in classical piano at the New England Conservatory.
Q: What’s your shoe size?
A. Size 10, but that is very much proportionate to my height. Using regression analysis I determined my shoe size is actually a best fitJ.
Q: Any last words for this interview
A. I’m very grateful to be here at MCC and it’s just a fun place to work.

Meet A Professor was created to help Manchester Community College students better know their faculty. If you have comments or questions regarding this interview or
would like to submit a questions to be answered in a future interview send an email to the Live Wire, livewire@mcc.commnet.edu.
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Questions Asked and Answered
at Meet Your Presidents and
Dean’s Session
By Ruth Johnson
Special to the Live Wire
The Meet Your President and Deans session
November 4 at 5 p.m. was without a doubt a
learning experience for everyone involved.
Many students came to the Community Commons at Great Path Academy to take advantage
of the forum, to learn about, and ask questions
of, the college president, five deans, and one director.
In attendance were President Gena Glickman,
President of Manchester Community College
(GGlickman@mcc.commnet.edu); G. Duncan
Harris, Acting Dean of Student Affairs (GHarris@mcc.commnet.edu); Cynthia Washburne,
Director of Student Life under Harris (CWashburne@mcc.commnet.edu); Joanne Russell,
Dean of Academic Affairs (JRussell@mcc.commnet.edu); Lillian Ortiz, Dean of Institutional
Development
(LOrtiz@mcc.commnet.edu);
Melanie Haber, Dean of Continuing Education
(MHaber@mcc.commnet.edu); and Tom Bavier, Dean of Administrative Affairs (TBavier@
mcc.commnet.edu).
About a dozen of the attending students asked
questions, with different administrators speaking up to answer when the questions covered
their territories. Here are some of the issues that
were brought forth:
Will cars be allowed to park in the motorcycle-only area during the winter?
No, some motorcyclists still brave the elements
to come to class, and they need that space.
Will there be, or has there ever been, a dedicated theater program?
There was such a program at one time, but
it was suspended due to low enrollment. A new
program is currently being worked on.
What can be done, on the student level, to
help the theater program along?
Join the Drama Club, take what theater classes are offered, and generally become involved in
what opportunities are currently available.
How can a student find out what classes will
be available in future semesters?
MCC is currently trying to offer as many cours-

es as possible, especially those with consecutive offerings required to finish a program.
Classes may not be offered if they’ve had low
enrollment, or have not been transferring well
to other colleges and need to be reworked. An
advisor can help plan the sequence of classes
for a degree or certificate program.
It doesn’t feel like all MCC clubs are getting equal focus. Is it possible for clubs to
have a link on the college website?
The website is actually in the middle of a
major overhaul. The club links do exist on the
website (Home > Current Students > Student
Life > Student Activities > Clubs & Organizations). If a club or organization has an activity coming up, it should be found among the
activities listed on the front page of the site.
With student enrollment growing
as it has been, will any more parking spaces becoming available?
One hundred and twenty fives spaces
were added when Great Path Academy was
built. There is also a proposal on Gov. M. Jodi
Rell’s desk to fix up Parking Lot B and add
125 more spaces. Write to your local legislator to ask for help with this proposal.

President Gena Glickman

Are there any plans to expand
hours on the Lowe Cafeteria, which currently closes at 2 p.m.?
There isn’t enough demand to keep
the Lowe Cafeteria open past 2 p.m.. However, the café in the AST rotunda is open until
7 p.m..
What is being offered for students
for whom financial aid isn’t enough?
Stipends are available for books
and emergency purchases at Student Affairs.
Speak to Dean Ortiz or Dean Harris for help.
The evening ended with a question
from Pres. Glickman: What is the best way
for MCC to communicate with students?
While a few students said they relied on the
website or the Live Wire for information, the
students said that Facebook, with its three different unofficial MCC groups, was how they
stayed informed as to what was going on at
the college.

Dean of Administrative Affairs, Tom Bavier

Acting Dean of Students, Duncan Harris

Academic Dean, Joanne Russell
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MCC Shares Pain, Attempts to Heal Following
Racial Incidents
By Jon Stankiewicz, Sally A. Garvey
Lumumba and Kyle Sarvey
Live Wire Staff Writers
On a Monday afternoon last month students, faculty and members of the community gathered in the SBM Charitable Foundation Auditorium to discuss the racially

motivated incidents that took place on
the Manchester Community College
campus with a positive approach. MCC
is Together was moderated by William H. Foster III, a faculty member at
Naugatuck Valley Community College.
There were approximately 100 people
in attendance at the event, sponsored
by the MCC Minority Caucus and the
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Diversity Committee. Microphones
faced towards the audience and MCC
Pres. Gena Glickman welcomed everyone to the forum. The room was
very still at first, there were no smiles
or laughter, but there soon was.
Foster broke the tension by
stating the importance of turning these racially insensitive
events into “teachable moments.”
“No one wants to be a target...,”
he said, referring to instances of
posters defaced with racial slurs
posted around campus in October. “Today you get to be an ally.”
After Foster’s initial comments,
he welcomed a group of people to
the auditorium stage. The group
went on to read excerpts from
“Voices,” a collection of true stories from people who experienced
racism or hatred. The voices come
from the Names Can Really Hurt
Us Assemblies program, which provides high school students an outlet to discuss racism and bullying.
The group consisted of Glickman,
members of the MCC Student Senate, and people from the audience
who each approached the podium
one at a time to present a Voice. The
Voices presented expressed racism
toward black, Jewish, gay, Arabic,
and obese people. One story was of a
Jewish child who couldn’t play on a
slide because it was covered in swastikas. Another Voice featured a girl
in a boarding school where, despite
the uniform policy in which everyone looked the same, she was ridiculed for being overweight. There

was also one Voice that described
physical violence, where six men
approached another and beat him
until he collasped to the ground
because they assumed he was gay.
All of the vignettes ended with the
phrase “Please hear my voice.”
Then Glickman rose again,
not to the podium but to the
microphones
on
the
floor.
“The night I heard about the incidents I couldn’t sleep,” she said.
“There are people on this campus
who are hurt. They need to know there
are people standing behind them,
next to them and in front of them.”
Barbara Place, who teaches French
and has been at MCC for more than 20
years, gave an emotional comment.
“That was something that just
doesn’t happen,” she said, with
tears streaming down her face. She
said what was on her mind and the
emotions she let out helped everyone in the audience slowly let
out that deep breath they had been
holding in since the forum opened.
And after she finished, many in
the audience began clapping.
Acting Dean of Students
Duncan
Harris
came
up
next. He looked distraught.
“[I] refuse to allow [the racist incidents] to define who we are,” he said.
Students and staff alike followed, many not giving names.
“[I] really love this school,” said
one student, “MCC is a place where
you can express yourself.” Another
student added that we need to “treat
everyone as a family.”

what will
you do?
Learning to Bridge the
World. It’s more than what
we say – it’s what Rabia did.
The daughter of an Afghani
ambassador, she lived in
India, Kuwait, Italy, Pakistan
and Afghanistan before
coming to call RWU her
home. The Psychology major
is currently pursuing her
graduate degree so that she
can return to Afghanistan
and help the women and
children who desperately
need someone to talk to.
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Great Path Academy:
New Building Brings New Staff
By Syreeta Crawford and Mary
Elizabeth Cuva
Great Path Academy

With the opening of the new Great Path Academy building
came 10 new staff members. So far it seems that both the
faculty and the students are enjoying the new building.

James Pearson

Kelly Bocuzzo
Bocuzzo is the new social worker. She received her
bachelor’s degree in psychology from the University
of Connecticut and her master’s degree in social work
from Columbia University. Bocuzzo previously worked
at Hartford Public Schools and at the Greater Hartford
Academy of the Arts. When interviewed, Bocuzzo said
“I love the new building, the caring, professional staff
and motivation of the students here at GPA.”

James Pearson is the newest chemistry teacher at GPA. After obtaining a bachelor’s of fine arts in production from Florida
State University’s Film school, Pearson worked with sound in
Hollywood. In addition to working in sound, he volunteered and
worked as a substitute at the school where his wife taught. Eventually, he was offered a job as a multimedia and math teacher, but
was then asked to teach chemistry. Pearson later earned bachelor’s degree in chemistry and a master’s degree in teaching from
Western Washington University, where he also worked as a lab
instructor. After moving to the east coast, Pearson taught freshman
science at Weaver High School before coming to GPA. Pearson
said he loves his new position and stated that the school has the
best science and technological facilities he has ever seen in a high
school.

Lindsay Pascarelli

Dennis Luciano
Luciano is now the second Spanish teacher at Great Path Academy
and teaches Spanish I and II. He attended Central Connecticut State
University, where he earned his bachelor’s degree in Spanish and
minored in history. Prior to coming to GPA, Luciano taught at West
Haven High School and Sedgwick Middle School in West Hartford.
Mr. Luciano says, “GPA is an exciting place in which to work and I
love the small, middle-college environment.” This year he and Mrs.
Gomera, the other Spanish teacher at GPA, are working on planning
a trip to Costa Rica where students will be able to see the diversity of
the Spanish culture and experience the Central American rainforest.

Pascarelli is also a new addition to the math department and she
teaches Algebra II, Pre-Calculus, and Triumph Math. She attended the
University of Connecticut in Storrs. She received her bachelor’s degree
in secondary mathematics education in 2008 and her master’s degree
in curriculum and instruction in 2009. Previous to working at GPA,
Pascarelli taught at Windham High School in Willimantic, and Bulkeley High School in Hartford. She also spent her summer of 2007-2009
teaching at the Upward Bound Summer Program. When asked what
she enjoys most about Great Path, Pascarelli said “I enjoy teaching
in my high-tech classroom and working with the students. I think it
is great that Great Path gives students the opportunity to gain college
credits while in high school and really prepares the students for their
next step in life.”
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Great Path Academy

Travis Meyer

Arley Skoglund

Meyer is part of the English department at Great Path Academy. He teaches
The Power of Voice to 10th graders and American Literature to 11th graders.
He graduated from Southern Connecticut State University. He currently is
working on his master’s degree in Special Education at the University of
Connecticut in Storrs. Prior to working at Great Path, Meyer taught at East
Hartford High School and at a middle school in New London for the past two
years. He is currently in his sixth year of teaching and looks forward to many
more to come. Meyer said “I love that this school is so diverse, allowing the
students to interact with others of different backgrounds. That is very important to discussions in English class.”

Skoglund is now one of three Social Studies teachers. She teaches U.S. History, World History and psychology. Skoglund attended Stone Hill College in
eastern Massachusetts where she double majored in history (U.S. concentration) and secondary education. Though she originally intended to become an
English teacher, a college history class sparked her interested and eventually
led her to double major. Before coming to Great Path, Skoglund lived in
Boston and taught middle school history in Brockton, Mass. She says that she
loves Great Path and thinks “the students are driven and enthusiastic and the
staff here is great.”

Paul Zotos

Ed Mickiewicz

Zotos is an English teacher and is now teaching American Literature, journalism, and CAPT Prep Reading/Writing. Prior to Great Path, Zotos spent 20
years at Ledyard High School teaching English and Drama, and running their
theater program. Zotos has a bachelor’s of fine arts from UCONN and a master’s of fine arts from the University of Iowa, both in theatre. After settling in at
Great Path, Zotos said he plans to start a theater program. “I’m a huge advocate
of the arts in secondary schools - my doctoral dissertation was in part about the
things students can learn in drama that they don’t get in the academic classroom,” he said. So far he is enjoying Great Path Academy and likes the sense
of community he feels is fostered by a small school.

Mickiewicz is a new addition to the math department and he teaches geometry and Algebra II. He graduated from Central Connecticut State University
with a bachelor’s of science degree in mathematics and received a master’s degree in education from American International College. Prior to his job at Great
Path, he said he enjoyed teaching math to the students at Weaver High School.
Mickiewicz said he loves his new setting and stated “I am enjoying working
with my students and the staff at GPA. I am especially enjoying the windows in
my classroom. GPA is a beautiful facility.” Mickiewicz enjoys making birthday
cakes for his students on their birthdays and also loves fishing in his boat and
spending time with his family. He is proud of the fact that just recently he and
his wife have become grandparents. Their granddaughter, Genevieve Mae, is
already bringing much joy to their family.

Eric Pagel
Pagel enjoys his role as the School Resource Officer at Great Path.
He watches over our safety. Aside from being our protection during the
day, he also enjoys serving as a police officer for the MCC community.
After high school Pagel served four years active duty in the United
States Air Force as a Security Police Officer. After that he served in Korea for one year and served three years stateside. Following the military,
Officer Pagel was hired by the Vernon Police Department, and served
20 years in the town. Then he started the School Resource Officer program for Rockville High School and worked there for 13 years. For several months while working at Rockville, he co-instructed Introduction
to Criminal Justice. Pagel loves his new position at Great Path because
it is a smaller school which allows him to talk with students and get to
know them, unlike Rockville, which had 1,400 students.

Not Pictured
Adam Krupa
Krupa is one of three new math teachers. He teaches geometry, Algebra I
and Triumph Math. He attended Western New England College in Springfield, Mass., where he majored in mathematics and secondary education.
Great Path Academy is the first school in which he has taught. He said “It is
great working at GPA. The students and faculty are friendly and hard-working. The availability of technology is terrific letting us maximize instruction!”
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Be Prepared for Winter Driving Challenges
By Jonathan Stankiewicz
Live Wire Staff Writer

cleared.
•

Be sure to completely clear
your entire car of snow and ice
before hitting the road. This
will help you see other drivers
and keep you from injuring
others with debris flying off
your car.

•

Leave extra space between
you and the car in front of
you so you have time to react
to any sudden movements or
stops or in case you yourself
lose control.

•

Keep rock salt or gravel or
kitty litter in your car to use
for traction. If you get stuck
in snow, don’t spin your tires!
Clear as much snow as you
can out of the way and put
down your traction agent on
the tires that need it.

•

If you start to skid, take your
foot off the brake or the accelerator, shift the car into
neutral, steer into the skid,
and then begin to accelerate
slowly. Avoid panic braking
or hard acceleration in a skid.

Winter driving ain’t easy.
Black ice and snow don’t care
whether you’ve just got your license
or you are a seasoned veteran of the
road. I know firsthand that even without winter, it can be hard to acclimate
to Mother Nature’s conditions. And,
with winter approaching, I thought it
would be a good idea to remind everyone how to stay safe this winter.
I know what some of you are thinking: “My tiny Toyota won’t have a
problem,” or “My Hummer could
never slide.” I warn you, the size of
your car doesn’t matter!! You will
have the same difficulty keeping control when stopping no matter what
car you have. So some things to keep
in mind:
•

Always buckle up! Yea, it’s
the law, but also why take
the risk?

•

Make sure your tires are
properly inflated.

•

Keep your gas tank at least
half full to prevent gas line
freeze ups.

•

•

Never ever warm up a vehicle in an enclosed space,
like the garage.
Ask yourself if you really
need to go out at all. Try
to wait till the roads are

•

And overall just be careful,
snow and ice are very dangerous
Information from AAA’s website was used in this guide

The Christmas before I got my license
my uncle got me a roadside safety kit.

At first I
thought
it
was
probably
one
of
the worst
gifts
I
c o u l d
have gotten.
I
mean, at
16 what
would I
need
a
safety kit
for?!
I
took the
kit
for
granted
and when
I got my
license, I
just threw
it in the
trunk.
But as I began driving more and more,
I began to use the kit regularly. With
the jumper cables I have helped friends
and family jumpstart their cars. And in
April, when I totaled my car, I used the
flashlight and cones to let drivers know
that my car wasn’t going anywhere.

driver or a novice, bad things happen and it
doesn’t hurt to have some things on hand, in
your trunk, to keep you safe and help you in
time of need. All the big stores, Sears, WalMart, Kmart, Target, and others carry kits.

At one time I thought that I would
never need the kit, but now I know that
if you don’t have one you are going
to regret it. Kits come with blankets,
flashlights, jumper cables, tools, flares,
and whatever you can think of. But
of course they come with a price. The
more you spend the better the kit will
be. It doesn’t matter if you are an expert

This kit from Sears is only $20 and is
perfect for anyone who wants a kit just in
case they may need help in the future. With
75 pieces, it has all you could ask for. You
can also make one, buying the individual
items and storing them in a bag in the trunk.
Whether it’s store bought or homemade, everyone should try to be prepared for whatever winter throws at you.

Think you can’t?
I know you can.

“

I remember one woman who walked in saying, “I saw the BGS ad and wanted
more information. But I was so terrified at the thought of returning to
ar for half
the classroom after 20 years that I’ve been waiting in the car
an hour.” We tailored a program for her and were with her every step
of the way; by the end of her first semester she was a confident and
engaged student, and she graduated a few years later.

”

The Bachelor of General Studies (BGS) degree is designed to allow students,
dents, just
like yourself, to complete a bachelor’s degree. If you have 60 credits, an associate’s
all us today.
degree, or plan to graduate from a Connecticut Community College, call
Six campuses, statewide: Avery Point, Stamford, Storrs,
Greater Hartford, Torrington & Waterbury.

Bachelor of General Studies Program

888-BGS-5556
BGS.UConn.edu
GARY WILSON
UConn Torrington

UCONN BGS COUNSELOR

Image Courtesy of Google.

New Smoking Policy Re
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By Brian Miltz
Special to the Live Wir

Alex Cavgos chats on his phone while smoking outside on one of
MCC’s benches in the designated smoking areas on campus.

Photo by Rich Carpenter, Staff Photographer

In general, the rate of smoking is highest in the Midwest and South and lowest in the
Northeast and West. Utah has the lowest rate of smoking in the United States.

Glickman talks smoking...and
trying to quit.
By Selam Meskel
Live Wire Staff Writer
Lots of people smoke and lots of people
quit each day. Others are stuck in the middle.
On Nov. 19, the country marked the
34th Annual Great American Smokeout.
This past June President Barack Obama
– himself a smoker - signed the Family
Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control
Act into law. The legislation allows the
federal government broad authority over
tobacco products and regulators to control packaging and marketing and how
much nicotine—the addictive component
in cigarettes—is added in tobacco products, according to the Washington Post.
MCC President Gena Glickman is currently among the smokers. She recently
talked to a Live Wire reporter about the
habit.

Q. Have you ever tried to quit smoking?
If, so what methods have you tried?
A. Yes, I’ve attempted to quit several times
with varying success to the length of time
I was able to stay smoke free. I’ve gone
cold turkey with chocolate as my reward;
I’ve combined Weight Watchers and quitting, which meant lots of carrots and no
chocolate; and I’ve tried the patch.

Q. When was the first time you tried a
cigarette? How old were you?
A. I think I tried my first cigarette when I

was about 8 years old. My sister used
to send me to the corner store to pick
up her cigarettes. They were 35 cents
a pack. I was about 16 when I became
a smoker.

Q. What is something that would make
you quit smoking?
A. I’ve found that there really isn’t any
cause and effect that work for me. The
times I’ve tried to quit weren’t based on
anything in particular except a general
knowledge of what a lousy habit it is on
many levels.

Q. How often do you smoke during the
day?
A. I’m not a big smoker and I rarely
take a break for a cigarette during the
day. I think at most I’ve done it twice
a day.

Q. How would you feel about a smoke
free campus?
A. I’ve been very upfront about this as
a campus decision. When we decided
on designated smoking areas we talked
to a lot of students, staff and faculty and
put this to a vote at the College Senate. Some people wanted a smoke-free
campus, but the final consensus was to
have three designated smoking areas
which were away from main entrances,
but relatively close to the buildings.

While the number of
adults over
who
smoke is lower than
those in other age
groups,
usually
have smoked for a long
time (about 40 years)
and tend to be heavier
smokers, according
to the American Lung
Association. Because
of this, older smokers
are more likely to have

65

older
adults

smokingrelated illnesses.

The issue of smokin
public is an intense de
whenever it arises. Sm
ers argue for their righ
light up while oppon
cite proven health risk
the best reason for
smoking laws. Few gr
have been targeted as
gressively by governm
lawmakers as smokers
been in recent years. C
rette taxes have conti
to rise in the United St
in Connecticut the price
pack is more than $7.
cations where smokers
indulge have moved
doors, away from build
or disappeared all toge
“Pretty soon you will
be able to smoke in
apartment, under a blan
with the lights out,” co
dian Denis Leary once
Fortunately for smoke
MCC things haven’t bec
that extreme yet. Instea
eliminating smoking a
the College Senate v
to add three new ones
the fall 2009 semester
a change from the prev
policy that allowed sm
ing only in the parking
The senate’s goal w

No Sm

Except in parking lots an
GPA

LOWE
As of January 1, 2006,

nine states
were considered
“smokefree” -- California,

Connecticut, Delaware,
Massachusetts, Maine,
New York, Rhode Island,
Vermont, and Washington.

AST

eveals a Campus Divided
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keep the grounds free of discarded filters and to prevent
indiscriminate smoking, said
Cynthia Washburne, chairperson of the College Senate and director of Student
Affairs at MCC. The locations can be navigated around
without having to pass directly through any of them.
“The goal was to create an
environment where everyone feels welcome,” said
Washburne.
“We
wanted
a policy that is friendly to
smokers and non smokers.”
Each new area consists of
identifying signs, tables, chairs
and receptacles for cigarette
butts. They are within short
walking distance of the entrances to the Lowe, LRC
and AST buildings (see map).
This allows smokers a spot
much closer to the buildings.
While the new policy may
be smoke friendly, some wonder if it is safe for nonsmokers
on campus. Moving smokers
closer to the main entrances
increases the likelihood of exposure to their secondhand
smoke. According to the U.S.
Environmental
Protection
Agency, secondhand smoke is
a “known human carcinogen.”
It contains at least 50 cancer
causing chemicals such as arsenic, benzene, and even the ra-

mokiNg

dioactive element polonium.
Students, faculty, and college employees all regularly
enter and exit the adjacent
buildings. The smoking areas
are outdoors and well-ventilated but a large group of
smokers can still generate a
sizeable cloud of fumes. Even
in an outdoor environment it
takes several minutes for the
smoke to completely dissipate into the surrounding air.
According to the Institute of Medicine, “while
heavier exposure to secondhand smoke is worse,
there is no safe level.”
Are people on their way
to classes and work now
at greater risk? Opinions

were divided among some
MCC students. Boris Tomaszewsky, a second year
Technology Studies major and nonsmoker said he
is against the new rules.
“Smoking is unhealthy and
affects the rest of us too. If
you want to smoke that’s your
choice but I don’t think I people should be allowed to do it
so close to the buildings,” he
said. “Moving them farther
away makes more sense.”
Angela Dickerson, a smoker
in the DARC program, spoke
positively about the policy.
“It’s good to have a designated area away from the parking lot. The parking lot is not
really safe,” she said. “I

think it was a good idea.”
Adis
Kuljancic,
another nonsmoker was neutral in his assessment.
“If you don’t want to go
near them you don’t have to.
I don’t think it’s a big deal,”
he said. “Unless you sit with
them it [the secondhand
smoke] won’t hurt you.”
No policy can make everyone happy. There are thousands of students enrolled at
MCC, and hundreds of faculty and staff members and
the college has the difficult
job of trying to please them
all. It’s a delicate balance
that requires everyone to be
respectful of each other and
their differences.

20% of adults in the United States
smoke, according to a 2005 report by the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and PreMore than

vention (CDC). Over the past 10 years, smoking has continued to decline among older adults.
Although for many years smoking rates were not declining among young people, this trend is
now changing for the better.

Smoking bans have spread across the country. In 2005 six states (Georgia, Montana, North
Dakota, Rhode Island, Vermont, and Washington) passed
. All 50 states and Washington, D.C. have some type of law banning
smoking in certain places, ranging from designated smoking areas to complete
bans in restaurants and other facilities.

stronger smoke-

free air laws

Sources:
http://www.smoking-facts.net/Second-Hand-Smoking-Facts.html
http://www.healthcentral.com/copd/basics-000041_1-145.html

nd designated areas

LRC

T. J. Stacy leans against one of MCC’s buildings before class.

Photo by Rich Carpenter, Staff Photographer
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Dear Phoebe,
People have told me that I’m trying to be
somebody that I’m not and that I’m too easily
influenced by other people. People tell me all
the time to “be yourself,” but I have no idea
where to start! How can I be myself when I
don’t even know who I am anymore?
The way I look at being yourself is learning
to love yourself and not hiding who you truly
are. But in order to be yourself, you first and
foremost have to find yourself. You have to be
able to use your strengths to your advantage
and accept your weaknesses. You shouldn’t let
your weaknesses define who you are; let your
strengths do the talking! Realize that in order
for others to respect you, you have to respect
yourself first. It’s very easy to do this once you
have accepted your strengths and weaknesses.
A lot of people are able to find themselves in
college. High school is a thing of the past and
you have a clean slate. Nobody knows who
you are and this is your time to become independent. You will be able to meet people in
your classes that involve your major and there
is already a the common interest between you
and the entire class. In high school, a lot of
people had to pretend to be somebody that they
weren’t just to impress a clique. You shouldn’t
be someone you’re not just so other people will
like you. The best friends you will have are the
ones that appreciate you no matter what. You
will find some people in college still stuck in
the high school phase. But for most people, the
high school mentality wears off right around the
time of your second semester at college. Instead
of focusing on popularity, like most did in high
school, you can now focus on your major and
meeting new people.
Another way to be yourself is to stop caring about what other people think of you. You
can’t be yourself and a people-pleaser at the
same time. For example, if you love WCCC
deep down but are listening to KISS 95.7 just
so people will think you’re cool, you’re not
being true to yourself. No matter what you do
in life, you will always have supporters, but you
will also have haters. If you’re shopping at the
mall and you find an outfit that you really like
but you’re worried people won’t think it’s cool,
what should you do? Go on and buy it anyway.
The only opinion that matters is your own, everything else is just advice.

Arts and Entertainment

New Moon, New Hit
By Jasmine Aponte
Live Wire Staff Writer
The second installment of the
“Twilight” saga, “New Moon,” hit
the box office November 20. “New
Moon” out-grossed 2008’s “Batman the Dark Knight” by $5.7 million on its opening day. The “Twilight” franchise replaced director
Catherine Hardwicke and hired
Chris Weitz for “New Moon.” This
change must have worked because
the gross earnings of “New Moon”
on opening day were almost double
those of opening day for “Twilight.”
Weitz did a great job at showing
the strength of the relationship between human Bella and vampire
Edward, while revealing the love
triangle involving werewolf Jacob.
The movie was action filled, yet
it stayed true to the plot and main
events of the book, unlike Hardwicke’s version of “Twilight,”
which, I think, failed to capture the
essence of the relationships in the
story and didn’t really compliment
author Stephanie Meyers’ book.
As a fan of the “Twilight” book
series I feel I will always prefer the
books over the movies, but I am
very happy with the outcome of the
“New Moon” film. The details were
depicted very well, and little things
such as the color of Victoria, the
Volturi’s hair, and the transformation of Jacob’s body helped bring
the book to life. I think other “Twilight” fans will be pleased as well.

Image Courtesy of Google.

Expect to be Affected by “The Blind Side”
By Ashley E. Lang
Live Wire Layout Editor
“The Blind Side,” based on Michael
Lewis’s book, “The Blind Side: Evolution of a Game,” is a remarkable

story of a young man who, despite countless setbacks, pushes
through against all odds to not
only graduate from high school,
but to go on to college, and even-

In college, you will find a lot of students that
dress in an individualistic style. Don’t be afraid
to show the world who you are. It’s much better
to be a genuine version of yourself rather than a
second rate version of somebody else. Even if
you’re interested in something that most other
people aren’t, stand by your decision. It will
show people how confident you truly are. The
best thing you can do is to follow your own
style. You will be able to stand out and express
your individuality. Be a leader, not a follower.
You have to be able to realize that you are who
you are. It’s true that nobody is perfect, but
everybody does have their own identity. That’s
why you should be yourself, because everybody
else is taken. Take this time in college to find
yourself through your major, as well as other interests that you will come across. Stand by what
you believe in and are into. Life is a continuous
journey where you learn new things about yourself through experiences. Take the time to enjoy
the journey and you will continue to become a
better person. That is when you can truly say
you are being yourself.
To ask Phoebe a question, submit an email to
askphoebemcc@aol.com.

Image Courtesy of Google.

tually into the NFL as a first round
draft pick for the Baltimore Ravens.
Michael Oher grew up living on the
couches of others. Oher, who was taken from the custody of his mother and
placed into the custody of the state as
a child, never had a home to call his
own, let alone a family. That is until he met the Touhey’s. Leigh Anne
Touhey, played by Sandra Bullock,
spots a young Oher walking down the
street in the brutal cold of winter in a
tee shirt and shorts. Touhey instantaneously has her husband Sean, played
by Tim McGraw, pull over. What was
supposed to be a one-night stay, turned
into a life-changing event for not only
Oher, played by newcomer Quinton
Aaron, but the entire Touhey family.
The Touhey’s provided Oher with something that he had never had: a family.
Over the following months the Touhey’s
open up both their home and their
hearts to Oher and helped him succeed.
The film, directed by John Lee Hancock, is a phenomenal film. Bullock,
who is famous for her witty comedic
performances, plays Leigh Ann Touhey
perfectly. Bullock superbly captures both
Leigh Ann’s big heart, and her vibrant
energy as a mother and Oher’s number
one supporter. Aaron does a remarkable
job reenacting the trials and tribulations that Oher went through as a youth.
This film allows audiences to enter
the life of a boy who had nothing, but
with the help of a good-hearted family and a committed tutor, played by
Kathy Bates, is able to push his way towards a future far from that of his past.
I think “The Blind Side” is an extraordinary film to experience. You cannot
help but walk out of the theater with a
smile on your face and a feeling of fondness for the human spirit.
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Hostels: Not as Hostile as
You Might Think

By Ethan Brooks
Live Wire Staff Writer

of what my accommodations were like
on a recent stay in New York City. The
price of all these things bundled into
one package: $22 per night, plus tax.
However, ask any person who has
spent a few vacations in hostels and
you will undoubtedly hear a horror
story or two. Even if the hostel is nice
on the inside, stolen luggage, doublebooked beds, unfriendly staff, and
dangerous neighborhoods are not unheard of. But all of that can be avoided.
Here are a few tips on finding a great
hostel, and making sure your vacation doesn’t become the inspiration for
a “based on a true story” horror film.
Do Your Research Ahead of Time:
The most certain way to uncertainty on
the road is to just wing it. While there
may be a romantic lust for the carefree, footloose attitude towards travel,
if this is your first hostel stay, do yourself a favor and jump online. There are
several websites with useful information regarding hostels, and others who
have stayed there before can fill you
in on any one place’s location, cleanliness, staff and amenities. While it is not
necessary to make reservations in advance, having a good idea of what hostels are in the area can be the key to a
great vacation. For a list of websites you
can use to research your hostel, check
out http://ethanbrooks.wordpress.com
Proximity: When searching for a hostel, it is often best to choose one that is
a few miles away from the main attrac-

Hostel. For many, the word conjures
up images of dark rooms, trays full of
devious shiny tools, and screams echoing out from behind locked doors.
This is a shame of course, because
the reality is hardly ever like this.
A hostel is a kind of accommodation offered all over the world that offers the basics of home for a low price.
The rooms are mainly dormitory style,
with bunk beds and shared bathing facilities, kind of a cross between a hotel
and your room at your parent’s house.
Picture a place that provides a bed,
complete with sheets and pillow, and
a towel. There’s also a common room
with large flat screen televisions, digital
cable, and comfortable couches, a fully
equipped kitchen, a game room with a
pingpong and pool tables, free Wi-Fi access, and a rooftop patio, all located in
the heart of uptown Manhattan. Sounds
pretty good right? But wait: there’s more.
The place also offers complementary
breakfast on weekdays, runs tours of the
city’s major attractions every morning
and, on Friday and Saturday nights, runs
a bar crawl through well known historic
jazz clubs in the area. As if that weren’t
enough, the people with whom you share
the amenities are nearly always interesting, insightful, friendly and foreign.
You now have a relatively good idea

Monday

Sunday

Dec.

Tuesday

Wednesday

7

6

tions in the area you are visiting. There
is a direct relationship between a hostel’s
distance from the “tourist traps” and how
hard they have to work to compete for
business. To put it simply, people like to
stay right near the center of the action, so a
hostel in Time Square doesn’t have to try as
hard to please its customers as something
further out. Hostels that are a few miles
away must lower their prices and offer
extras like continental breakfast, comedy
shows, and impeccably clean and friendly
environments to draw in business. Just
remember to plan how you’ll get around.
Date of Travel: Once you have chosen a hostel, take a good look into what
it offers and when. Some offer breakfast
and tours on certain days of the week,
some offer discounted pricing or complimentary subway passes. If possible
bend your plans to fit the hostel’s prime
days to travel, when you’ll be getting
the most for your money. As with a hotel, the cheapest nights to stay are Monday through Thursday, and the prices
go up near the weekends and holidays.
Call Ahead: Just before you hit the
road, call the hostel where you think you
want to stay. Ask if there is any construction going on, and whether or not all of
the amenities (rooftop patio, kitchen, etc.)
are open. Also ask if they have plenty of
beds open for your arrival date. If they
do, it’s best to wait to book a bed so you
can see the place for yourself and decide
whether or not you like it. If they’re filling up fast, and spending a night out-
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doors is not an option, go ahead and
book one night so that at the very
least you have a roof over your head.
Stay cautious and alert: Finally,
when you get to the hostel, be smart.
Keep all valuables like your passport,
visa, money, ID and jewelry with you
at all times. Many hostels rent out lockers, but even these should be reserved
for only the things that are not of any
substantial value, like clothes, a laptop,
extra gear, etc. If there are any changes
to your sleeping arrangements, say the
bed you were assigned is switched, have
the staff member who helped you initial any receipts and documentation of
the transaction. This can become vital
if for some reason the change is contested by another guest or staff member.
Ask one of the staff members how the
neighborhood is at night, and whether
or not they suggest being in at a certain
time. Many hostel staff members live in
the hostel too, so they have a good idea
of what the surrounding area is like.
Finally, don’t get trashed. While it is okay
to go out and have a few drinks, keeping your wits about you is the best way
to avoid becoming the victim of crime.
If you follow these simple steps you
are much more likely to find a hostel
filled with friendly people, and great
times waiting to happen. If you don’t,
you may find yourself chained to a chair,
staring down a shaky handed wannabe
surgeon, your choice. Now if you’ll excuse me “I go home.”
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Steel Panther Revives Hair Metal

By Alex Obert
Live Wire Staff Writer
Think back to the 1980’s. Envision yourself at the local record
store looking through the vinyls.
You’ll find bands such as Motley
Crue, Poison, Ratt, Twisted Sister;
you know, the usual staples of hair
metal. Once grunge music took
over in the early 90s, new glam
metal bands were about as common
as Jared Fogle eating a Whopper.
But that has changed. One band
dares to bring back the tight pants,
big hair, and rebellious attitude that
helped make glam metal iconic. That
band is the one, the only Steel Panther. Having previously gone by the
names “Metal Shop” and “Metal
Skool,” the band consists of Michael
Starr (lead vocals), Satchel (guitar/
vocals), Lexi Foxxx (bass guitar)
and Stix Zadinia (drums). While
the band’s appearance screams
80s, as for their attitude, they don’t
take themselves seriously, and in
this case, it’s a good thing. Some
would call them a parody band,
others would call them a tribute
band, and then there are those that
would call them their favorite band.
In 2003, they released their first album, “Hole Patrol.” But June 2009
was when their big break came.
That was when their second album
“Feel the Steel” was released. The
first track, and my personal favorite,

“Death to All But Metal,” is a heavy song
that makes fun of specific bands and artists that aren’t metal, ranging from Britney Spears to Papa Roach. Another song
I really enjoy is called “Eyes of a Panther,” which features Slipknot front man
Corey Taylor. “Community Property”
is their “ballad track,” which was a type
of song that was huge in the 80s. If you
don’t know what a ballad is, think Poison’s hit “Every Rose Has Its Thorn.”
Just to let you know ahead of time, this
album is NOT for the little ones, unless
their parents let them listen to songs
with more profanity than Blink-182,
Eminem and Tenacious D combined.
Steel Panther’s latest album is hardhitting, hilarious and a heck of a lot
of fun to listen to! The band performs weekly at the Key Club in Los
Angeles, as well as the Aliante and
Green Valley Ranch in Las Vegas.
In addition to performing their album
tracks live, the band also performs covers from big names such as Def Leppard and Bon Jovi. (You can find those
performances on YouTube.) Steel Panther doesn’t come alone to their concerts though. You’ll find them rocking
out with various celebrities and musicians, such as Jessica Simpson, Tony
Romo, Sully Erna and even Billy Ray
Cyrus. Thankfully Billy didn’t bring
his daughter with him. So if you plan
on taking a trip to the West Coast anytime soon, you know where the party is.
What really works with the band is
that not only do you hear the insane
shredding of the guitar from Satchel

Image Courtesy of Google
and the incredible vocals from Starr,
but the song writing is something that
truly stands out. Although the lyrics
aren’t deep, like those written by Kurt
Cobain and Trent Reznor, they are hilarious enough to make you laugh out
loud no matter where you are listening.
Speaking of laughs, check out two
of Steel Panther’s music videos on
YouTube. The first is for “Death to
All But Metal,” which takes place in
a classroom and features a cameo by
Sarah Silverman as the school principal. The second is for “Community
Property,” which features the band

hanging out with various groupies.
So what are you waiting for? Put
down this copy of the Live Wire (as
long as you read all the other awesome
articles) and head over to the closest retailer to pick up “Feel the Steel.” Listen
to the whole album, then head on over
to YouTube and watch the music videos,
as well as the live performances. I guarantee that the morning after you listen
to the album, you’ll be blasting their
songs in your car on the way to your 8
a.m. class. That should wake you up.
To check out Steel Panther go to www.
steelpantherrocks.com.
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program. Subject to change according to the university’s agreement with Sprint. Available on select plans only. Discount applies to monthly service charges only. Other Terms: Coverage not available everywhere. Nationwide Sprint and Nextel National Networks reach over 275 and 274 million people, respectively. Offers not available
in all markets/retail locations or for all phones/networks. Pricing, offer terms, fees & features may vary for existing customers not eligible for upgrade. Other restrictions apply. See store or Sprint.com for details. ©2009 Sprint. Sprint and the logo are trademarks of Sprint. Other marks are the property of their respective owners.
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73 Annual Manchester Road
Race Includes Sneaker Drive
rd

By Andrew Poltorak
Special to the Live Wire
The 73rd annual Manchester Road
Race took place Thanksgiving Day,
beginning at 10 a.m. on Main St.
This year, though, the race also included a program that many probably saw
on campus in
the days before
Thanksgiving.
Save Your
Old Soles was
developed
by the organizers of the
road race, and
Manchester’s
Full Gospel Interdenominational Church.
The drive collected old and used running shoes to be
donated to the needy and/or recycled.
Thanks to the students in the Sports and
Exercises Studies program and Wellness classes, MCC was one of several
collection points with a tent in front of
the Lowe atrium. It was the first time
road race organizers did the collection.
“It’s part of the race’s effort to
go green and to benefit the community,” said Jim Balcome, director of the Manchester Road Race.

Many students, faculty and staff donated their shoes to the tent. By Nov.
23 the college had collected 427 pairs
of shoes and sneakers to the effort, according to Professor Andrew Paterna.
“I think that it’s a good idea to try
to collect shoes that aren’t even being
used anymore,” said student So Tran.
“You might as
well if someone
else needs them
while you don’t.”
Unofficial race
results, according to Courant.
com, listed Haron
Lagat the winner of the men’s
competition. The
26-year-old Kenyan, who lives
in Sante Fe, N.M.,
lost last year’s race by 6 seconds. His
time was 21.40. Runner-up Patrick
Smyth lost the annual 4.748-mile
race by a second. Dave Jankowski of
Blowing Rock, N.C., who finished 3
seconds behind Lagat, came in third.
The women’s winner was Ethiopian
Alemtsehay Misganaw, whose time
was 25:26. Amy Rudolph, the fivetime winner who was competing for
the last time as an elite runner, finished
a second behind her.

“It’s part of the race’s
effort to go green and to
benefit the community,”
said Jim Balcome
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Campus Safety is Everyone’s Job

By Sara M. Berry
Live Wire Editor

I

grew up in a small town in North Central Connecticut, where nothing much ever happened. I
would read in the paper or see on the news stories
about violent crimes happening in other places,

and think “that kind of thing never happens here.”
Well, in 2003 that changed when there were two
double murders in my boring little town that I would
have expected to have happened in the north end of
Hartford. Last summer, there was a home invasion
that wasn’t unlike the one in Cheshire in 2007.
In October of this year, a young man was beaten
to death outside his home, two streets away from
my house. Clearly, these kinds of events are not
as impossible in my town as I thought they were.
Similarly, college campuses in Connecticut
are not immune to similar incidents. Things like
school shootings seem like they are confined to
places like Columbine or Virginia Tech, but there
have been several major crimes occurring on or
near campuses in Connecticut- campuses that
some of us at Manchester Community College
are going to be transferring to. Two years ago a
Wesleyan University student was murdered at an
off-campus café. In September of this year, a Yale
doctoral student was murdered on campus, her
body found inside the wall of a Yale building. In
October, a University of Connecticut football player was stabbed to death outside a party on campus.
Even on our own campus, crime has risen this year.
According to emails from the MCC Police Department, there has been an increase in the number of
cases of thefts and of vandalisms around campus,
as well as vandalism of, and thefts from, cars, and

even the theft of a car itself. There are more than 7,000
students on campus this semester, and more people
mean more possibilities for problems to occur. And
not only are there thousands of students at MCC, there
are also faculty and staff, plus people from the community who come to a variety of events on campus.
As much as I like to believe that people are essentially good, the reality is that they do bad things.
And I have also realized that it is very dangerous
to have the “it can’t happen to me” or “that doesn’t
happen here” mentality, because it can and it does.
A few semesters ago, it happened to me, right here
on campus. I went to the restroom between classes,
and I left my purse on the shelf in the restroom. I
didn’t know it until later, but while I was using the
restroom, someone had gone into my bag and taken
my wallet out of it. Luckily, I got a call from campus police that night saying that my wallet had been
found and everything except the cash was inside.
The moral of the story is that we all need to be careful if we want to prevent further crimes on campus.
Don’t leave belongings unattended; it only takes a
moment for someone to walk by and steal something.
If it is going to be dark when you leave, park in a
well-lit area, and walk with others to your car. Don’t
leave things in your car in plain view. Be aware of
your surroundings. If we want to keep our campus
from becoming another news story, we all need to
take actions to keep MCC a safe place.

Obama... Peace Prize... Say what?
By Ethan Brooks
ceptance speech. “I know that through
Live Wire Staff Writer
history, the Nobel Peace Prize has not
When I set about to write this edi- just been used to honor specific achievetorial I was planning on scrounging up ment, it’s also been used as a means to
all kinds of damning evidence against give momentum to a set of causes.”
He then went on to accept the prize
the case for President Barack Obama’s
recent win of the Nobel Peace Prize. I, as a call to action on behalf of all the
like millions of others around the world, people in the U.S., and around the world
believed that he wasn’t in the least bit to rise to the challenges of our day.
deserving of the great honor that was Challenges like nuclear proliferation,
bestowed upon him, and I wanted to climate change, religious wars, racism,
villianize him for his acceptance of and the need for affordable education.
it. However, after several hours of re- He finished his speech by stating that
search into the situation, I found that these problems are big ones, and some
there is another side to the story, one may not be fixed during his presidency,
that is more important than the simple some may not even be fixed during his
lifetime. It was
argument of whether
with that statement
or not he deserved it.
I say the question is “To be honest I do not that I realized that
any leader is only
simple because unlike
many political quanda- feel that I deserve to be as effective as the
ries there is no gray area in the company of so people he governs.
After all, if, let’s
surrounding it. Based on
many
of
the
transformasay,
there was a
actions of merit, Barack
massive
push for
Obama absolutely does tive figures who’ve been
nuclear
disarmanot deserve the prize,
honored
by
this
prize,”
ment,
and
billions
and absolutely could
of
citizens
around
not have earned it at
said Pres. Obama
the world fed up
the time that his name
with the fear of nuwas entered as a contender, since he had been in office for clear war urged their leaders to disarm
less than two weeks. Even today, his immediately, the issue would be taken
administration has not actually done care of overnight. Likewise, if all citianything concrete to promote peace. zens stand idly by and do nothing, waitThe world is not a noticeably better ing and watching their leaders hoping
place, as it was after the actions of past nothing bad happens, nothing gets done.
When Obama accepted that prize, we
winners like Martin Luther King Jr. or
Mother Teresa. Obama is not on the all accepted it. Now, we can stand around
same plane as these revolutionary fig- and hang ourselves up on the question of
ures, that much cannot be contested. whether or not he deserved it, or we can
However, the more important part begin to push him into action, and force
of the story is that among the mil- him, and by extension, ourselves, to earn it.
lions of people who thought him As of right now, every single one of us
undeserving, was Obama himself. has effectively won a Nobel Peace Prize
“To be honest I do not feel that I de- for our potential to bring about a better
serve to be in the company of so many of tomorrow. The question we must ask
the transformative figures who’ve been ourselves is this: in 30 years, long after
honored by this prize,” he said in his ac- this presidency and a few more, will we

President Obama as he adresses the American people.
be able to look into the eyes of the youngest generation and tell them about when we won the Nobel Peace
Prize? And, more importantly, will they look back with
a knowing look in their eyes that says we truly deserved
it?
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When Class Time is Snack Time

By Joe Marandino Jr.
Live Wire Staff Writer

To better oneself with a college education is most likely the smartest investment you can make. In these tough
economic times, a good education is
pretty much mandatory when it comes
to securing a well-paying job due to the
plethora of now unemployed applicants
fighting for what is available in the job
market. A college education will not
only even up your odds at securing a
job; it will also give you a huge advantage over other job applicants who do
not have a college education. More
importantly, obtaining a college degree
while maintaining a Dean’s List standing or achieving a Phi Theta Kappa
membership will give you an edge over
other college graduates who have not
worked as hard to maintain a high grade
point average. Potential employers
will pick and choose the cream of the
crop when it comes to hiring potential
candidates because there are so many
people applying for the same position.
As a returning adult student at Manchester Community College, I take my
education very seriously and I have
been striving to achieve a place in Phi
Theta Kappa to give me that edge over
other college students. It is a proven
fact that the students who sit in the
front two rows of the classroom are the
ones who take the class more seriously
and want to pay as much attention as
possible to the instructor. I sit in the
front row to avoid the distractions in

the back of the classroom as much as
possible and this also helps me give 110
percent effort to learning the material.
Unfortunately, there have been many
students who create distractions in
the classroom because they are totally
clueless when it comes to common
courtesy, professionalism and manners in an adult college atmosphere.
This is college, not fifth grade. I do
not understand why class time has to
be snack time, especially when there
is a 10 minute break between classes.
Students know ahead of time what
their schedule entails because they are
the ones who chose their classes in the
first place. Listening to a student dig
into their backpack and then rifle around
to grab a bag of chips is bad enough.
But then having to listen to the crinkling noise while they open the bag and
proceed to munch on them is too much.
The sounds are incredibly loud in a quiet
class room setting. It gets even worse
when the student unsuccessfully tries to
reach into the bag of chips quietly because being quiet just isn’t going to happen. It is also mind numbing to have to
sit next to this person and have to listen to
them chewing, along with smelling their
food. How many of you have had the
wonderful experience of having to listen
to someone dig into a bag of M&M’s
and be subjected to having to listen to
them try to eat one at a time quietly?
Yea, crunch, crunch, crunch, crunch…
The worse situation I have encountered
was when this kid decided to bring in

chili, crackers and a soda to the final exam.
The professor said nothing and as soon as
the exams were handed out, this kid decided
to open the lid of his bowl of chili and stunk
up the room almost instantly. That is almost
as bad as having to sit through a cramped
class after someone “cuts the cheese” in
the room and there is no ventilation. It is
a proven fact that unpleasant aromas will
totally kill your concentration. Imagine
the stress of a final exam to begin with and
then being subjected to the nasty smell of
chili while you are trying to concentrate.
I had to listen to him eat and listen to the
crinkling of the individual cracker wrappers while he ate the crackers one by one.
And then I had to listen to him scraping the
Styrofoam bowl because he had to make
sure to get every nook and cranny as if it
was the last meal of his lifetime. And if
that wasn’t enough for the rest of the class
I had to listen to him sucking on the straw
in his now empty soda cup. All semester
this kid ate big meals in the front row of
the classroom during class. It was next to
impossible not to notice because he sat almost directly in front of the projector screen
in the front row of the classroom. How
well do you think I did on the final exam?
Do you think this is fair when a three
credit class costs us $420, the books are
usually over $100 each, and I am paying a
good size fuel bill to get to and from MCC
all semester? Also, figure in my time and
effort to keep my GPA up high and then ask
if these distractions are fair? I’d say something, but I have to consider being the one
who would disrupt the class if I would in-

terrupt the professor and say something
to whoever is causing the distraction.
It seems to me that it is class instructor’s
job to reduce these distractions. After all,
it is his or discretion to allow food during
their class. I have mentioned these distractions to some of my professors. Some
of them put an end to the distractions immediately, while others did not. Personally, I think that food should be banned
from all classrooms and only bottled water should be allowed in classrooms. How
difficult is it to sit through an hour and
a half class without having to partake in
“snack time?” I’m on the verge of taking my 1970’s metal Evil Knievel lunch
box out of retirement and filling it with
a four pound brick of limburger cheese
so that I can bring it to class and partake
in snack time just to prove my point.
If any class leaders think that this is not a
serious issue, I ask that next time you have
to go to an important meeting with your superiors, make sure that you distract everyone in the meeting and grab a bag of chips
out of your backpack and start eating them
loudly while your boss is trying to give a
presentation and see what happens. There
is an expectation of professionalism at the
college level and it is pretty astonishing
how absolutely clueless some of the students are when it comes to this expectation.
College goes by pretty quickly and soon
enough the real world steps in. The students who are totally clueless are going to
be in for a rude awakening and a rough
ride when it comes to the job market and
real world.

Race Today, Race Tomorrow, Race Forever?
By Selam Meskel
Live Wire Staff Writer
Sorry to inform you, but
race still matters around here.
Have you ever tried to explain to someone what the wind feels like to you? It
is not as easy as you may think at first.
The wind and the way it feels differ all
the time, sometimes when it blows in
your face, it is harsh, cold and sometimes it is soft and barely there. Racism to me has kind of been like that.
Many people have the impression that
racism is a thing of the past, but not for
many black people, or many of those in
any minority for that matter, who live
it every day. It still happens every day.
It might not be the lynching-on-trees
of Jim Crow times, but it’s the failed
opportunities for jobs, education and
economic stability as well as prosper-

some white teenage boys rode after us
on their bikes and beat us with sticks
while calling us the N-word. I would
run and cry, dropping my book bag to
eventually find shelter at my front door.
When my parents tried to talk to the
boys’ parents it was to no avail because
the parents felt even stronger about
blacks living in “their” neighborhood.
From then on I knew that race mattered and some folks identify you
and stereotype you based on it.
When I came to the U.S. five years ago,
I thought things would be different because there are so many successful black
people here in all walks of life. And I
haven’t experienced any overt racism
first hand. But I have through the experiences of friends and co-workers who have
not been hired or promoted or received
other opportunities because of race.

“I have no easy solution to
offer; our world is too complex
for that...”
ity due to discrimination based on race.
Having a Black History Month,
where McDonald’s heavily and superficially highlights the accomplishments
of blacks, isn’t really good enough to
combat racism. It’s gimmicky, racism isn’t. Everything is not “I love it.”
Racism has been around me my
whole life. It has always been a topic and people always walk around it
as if they are walking on eggshells.
As a child and teenager growing up
in Germany, I experienced racism and
hate first hand - live and direct. On most
days on my walk home from school with
my siblings, which was a 3-minute walk,

Over the years, though, I have learned
that not all people think like that. No two
people are alike. There are ignorant as
well as tolerant people in every race. A
few people shouldn’t represent a whole
race - it is not fair to the rest of the people.
Since the election of President Barack
Obama, the flood gates to discussions,
and distinctions, as well as clarifications,
on race have been opened. I am sure
we all have heard them here or there.
Race relations are a very difficult and complex topic even today;
or should I say especially today.
On one of ABC’s primetime news shows
recently they did a segment called “What

would you do?” featuring a series of
experiments on race issues. In one particular case, white teenage actors hired
by ABC were vandalizing a car in broad
daylight at a suburban recreational park
outside of New Jersey. A few people
walking or jogging by stopped to confront
t h e
teenagers and
called
9 1 1
several
times.
O t h ers just
walked
b
y
without
interfering.
When the same experiment was conducted with black teenagers, also actors
hired by ABC, the number of people
who stopped and called 911 increased
dramatically. Furthermore, three black
teenagers who happened to take a nap
in a car in the same park in broad daylight, who had nothing to do with the
experiment, were falsely suspected and
reported of trying to rob somebody. Two
people called the police to report them.
All six teenagers were astounded by the
outcome. The outcome was clear as day:
race matters in our society to this day.
For my part, I can tell you that I
am tired of it. I am tired of explaining myself to others. I am tired of being asked if I feel like “I belong.”
Quite frankly I am tired of having to
talk about it. I just want to pursue my
goals in life without anybody making
it harder or easier on me because of
my color. I want to be judged by my
character, my achievements, my ability, my strength or my flaws and mistakes as a person apart from my race.
The very fact that we still have to pro-

mote diversity, understanding and tolerance irritates me. How come we are
still stuck on that? It is the 21st century. We are capable of launching satellites into space, but yet we are not
capable of accepting the fact that all
humans are equal reguardless of their
skin color. We
should be focusing on other
things
such
as
productivity, health
and education
as a nation.
I have no
easy solution
to offer; our
world is too
complex
for
that. But sometimes all it
takes is for a person to speak out
against discrimination when it happens. Say “That’s wrong, I don’t
agree with you.” Say something.
If we can all just be human towards
each other and judge each other on
the sole basis of character I am sure
we would be okay.

“...all it takes is
for a person to
speak out...”

Photo by Rich Carpenter, Staff
Photographer
Artwork created by MCC students reflecting on the recent
racial incidents on campus.
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Destination: Miami Gardens
By Dan Dobbyn
Live Wire Staff Writer
That’s right, folks! It’s
time to start thinking about
the playoffs. Destination:
Miami Gardens, Florida,
at Dolphin Stadium, where
the 2010 Super Bowl will
be played Feb. 7. The
game has been reverted
back from Land Shark
Stadium for the Super
Bowl and Pro Bowl only.
That’s right, the Pro Bowl
is NOT in Honolulu this
year, but that’s a whole
other matter. Right now,
it’s time to discuss how the
playoffs are going to look.
First off, I’m reworking
my playoff predictions. I
said that the Jets could win
12 games, and now the
best they can do is 11, and
they aren’t going to make
the playoffs. I said the Giants would clinch homefield advantage; now I
don’t even think they will
make the playoffs either.
According to my playoff
prediction bracket, a lot
of odd things will happen.
Let’s start by explaining this first. The first four
seeds in the NFC and AFC
are divisional winners.
The first two seeds get
a bye week during Wild
Card weekend. The fifth
and sixth seeds are wild
card teams. The lowest
ranking seed to advance
faces the number #1 seed;
even if their trail on the
bracket leads them to the
#2 team. That’s why the
#6 seed Baltimore Ravens
played the #1 seed Tennessee Titans in last years’
playoffs, and that’s why
my bracket shows them
facing the #1 Indianapolis
Colts this year. I predict
they will be the #6 again

this year, and face the Bengals.
And they won’t lose to them
for the 3rd time this year. Then
again, they were a team of destiny last year until they lost for
the third time to Pittsburgh in
the playoffs the year before.
However, I think the Ravens’
win will be more or less because
Cincinnati isn’t all that good.
They’re playing well, but they
aren’t good. And they won’t
do anything in the playoffs.
On the other side of the AFC
Bracket, we have #5 Pittsburgh
at #4 San Diego. Not only will
the Denver Broncos be overthrown in the AFC West standings again,
D e n v e r
won’t even
make
the
playoffs…
again. However,
their
recent rivals
at San Diego will also
lose momentum before
they get to
the playoffs,
and without
someone
who could
run it up the
gut and wear
out the Steeler’s front seven, the Chargers
won’t win. The only way they
pull this one out is if Troy Polamalu isn’t up to snuff because
of that recurring knee problem
he’s having. I say Pittsburgh
wins at San Diego, and then
goes to Gillette Stadium to
face the New England Patriots.
And for those of you keeping track, I am indeed saying that although neither
Pittsburgh nor Baltimore
will win the AFC North division, they’ll both win at least
one game in the playoffs,
and the actual winner of that

division, Cincinnati, will not. I
do not have faith in Cincinnati.
Now, on to the NFC, where I have
a bold statement: Tony Romo will
win a playoff game. That’s right,
I’ve shocked myself in saying it.
However, I’ve got the Dallas Cowboys winning the #6 seed wild card,
and winning Wild Card Weekend.
I also think that Romo has acquired something this season, and
it wasn’t Miles Austin. It was a
T.O.-free zone. Trust me, without
Owens in that locker room, all he
has to worry about is shutting Roy
Williams up, and he made not even
have to do that, because not many
people seem to be listening. Seri-

pen in our final Wild Card Weekend matchup. I’ve got the Falcons losing in Philly. I originally
picked the Falcons to go to the
Super Bowl, but they’ve lost a
little something to this point.
In the AFC divisional weekend, I
firmly believe that it is destiny for
the Patriots to go back to Indianapolis in the AFC Championship game.
The only thing that could throw a
wrench in that plan is if their opponent has momentum from Wild
Card weekend, where New England
does not. This would be because
certain teams lose something when
they get a bye week in the playoffs.
In the 2006-07 season, both the
teams who got a
bye in the AFC
lost in their first
game of the
playoffs. In the
2007-08
playoffs, Indianapolis lost their first
playoff
game
when they had a
bye. That same
year, three of
the Giants’ four
playoff victories
came
against
teams who had
a week off on
the way to a Super Bowl title,
including a win
over the undefeated Patriots. Last
year, the only team who got a bye
on Wild Card Weekend and wasn’t
“one-and-done” were the Super
Bowl-winning Steelers. In fact,
the last two teams to get a bye in
Wild Card Weekend and win the
Super Bowl were the Steelers of
last year, and the 2004-05 Patriots.
This leads me to believe that the
Patriots won’t play that game out
of focus, because they are used to
the bye week, and they are good at
beating the Steelers, who I predict
to be their opponent in January.
No one can beat the Colts either. Peyton Manning is on a

“I also think that Romo
has acquired something this season, and it
wasn’t Miles Austin.”
ously, you’re going to tell me that
some guy who made the Pro Bowl
once, out of Detroit of all places,
thinks he can say anything bad
about this QB? If I were Williams,
I would just be thankful my quarterback isn’t Jon Kitna anymore.
Back to the point: Dallas will win
in a similar fashion as Baltimore in
the AFC. They will make the jump
and play the #1 seed next because
the team they will be playing first,
the Arizona Cardinals, weren’t actually good enough, and Dallas didn’t
screw up. I sure as heck don’t think
that’s a lock, but I think it’ll happen.
Nothing spectacular will hap-

warpath, and as I previously
stated, it is destiny to have
a rematch with Tom Brady.
Honestly, the only team that can
beat Indianapolis is the Patriots.
Manning is known for choking
in the playoffs, where he actually
has a losing record. However, this
year, he can only be stopped by
the Pats. I believe that Brady and
Belichick will learn from they’re
mistakes on week 10, resulting
in Brady defeating Manning and
going to his 5th Super Bowl. Is it
a guarantee? By no means. I’m
just picking the Patriots because
I have to pick someone, and I am
a New England sports fan first.
The NFC will be much less interesting until the Super Bowl.
New Orleans beat Philly in the
2006 playoffs, and without a completely healthy defense, (example: cornerback Ellis Hobbs, out
for the season) New Orleans will
win again, if that’s who they face.
The following week, they will
welcome Minnesota. This may
appear to be the makings of a
great game on paper, but please
remember that the cannon known
as Brett Favre’s arm was first
used at the Battle of Gettysburg.
He’s rusted. He’s gray. He’s old.
He also has nothing left to prove
now that he cleaned out Green
Bay, so what’s going to motivate
this vengeful old man to bring his
football voodoo to one more Super
Bowl? Think about it: they can’t
run Adrian Peterson every time.
The only thing the Saints have to
do is get a little pressure when he
does pass it, and it’ll be a synch.
Well, that’s your playoff picture. I refuse to discuss the Super
Bowl so early, because I don’t
know what’s going to happen between now and then. These are
just predictions. For those of you
who are wondering why I picked
the Pats to beat the Saints, my
only answer is closure. You don’t
just predict everything except the
end, right?

Lady Cougars Triumph
Over Gateway on New
Home Turf
By Sharika Williams
Live Wire Staff Writer
Thursday, November 12, will
go down in history as the first intercollegiate basketball game played
at home in the 30-year history of
the sport at Manchester Community College. The MCC women
went up against the women of Gateway Community College, beating
them 87-44 in the brand new gymnasium in Great Path Academy.
“This game will always be special,” said Robert Turner Jr., who has
been coaching the Cougars for the
past 5 seasons. “The bleachers were
full and there was a lot of noise.”
MCC got the first tip off and guard
and team captain Erika Murphy (Torrington) scored the first two points of

the game. By the end of the first
half, it was clear that guard Shenielle Duncan-Clarke (Bloomfield) was a force to be reckoned with. Together with guard
Callie Tambling (Manchester),
the two helped the Cougars end
the half with a lead of 42-27.
Turner said he was able to alternate between all his players
throughout the game. As the second half began there was a noticeable amount of enthusiasm
from the crowd of more than 100
people cheering on the Cougars.
Murphy had a total of 16 points,
while forward Ericka Sagay
(Bloomfield) had 10 points and
14 rebounds. Duncan-Clarke had
14 points and eight assists. As of
Nov. 21, the Cougars are unbeaten.

Team member Tyra Brooks drives the ball down the court during the first home
game at Great Path Academy’s new gymnasum. Photo by Paul Ofria, Sports
Information Director.
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Dan’s Plan: Pat’s All the Way
Wild Card
Weekend

#4 San Diego
Chargers
#5 Denver
Broncos

Divisional

Conference

Weekend
Championship
#1 Indianapolis
Colts
Colts
San Diego

AFC
Bracket
Patriots
#3 Cincinnati
Bengals
#6 Baltimore
Ravens

Super Bowl
44

Baltimore
Patriots
#2 New England Patriots
Patriots
#1 New Orleans Saints

#4 Philadelphia
Eagles
#5 Atlanta Falcons

Saints
Philadelphia

Saints

NFC
#3 Arizona Cardinals

#6 Dallas Cowboys

Bracket

Dallas

Vikings
#2 Minnesota
Vikings

Tyrone Kelly
Criminal Justice

on campus

Word

What is your favorite holiday food?

“Homemade Baked Mac-NCheese!”

Brittany West
Speech-Language Pathology
Assistant program
“Tofu Turkey”

Holly Nurczyk
Criminal Justice
“Stuffing”

Shane Coutu
Criminal Justice
“Stuffing with Cranberry and
homemade Apple pie.”

Amy Earwaker
Therapeutic Recreation
“Ice cream and chocolate
brownie”

Matthew Panecki
Manufacturing and engineering
“Bigos. It’s polish, made with
sauerkraut, pork, kielbasa and
various seasonings.”

• Earn 3 credits per course;
only $130 per credit
• Three-and six-week day, weekend and
online courses beginning in
December, January and February
• Transfer credits to another school or apply
toward a degree at MCC
Also, more than 70 credit-free courses
to choose from, including cooking, computers,
photography, yoga and more, and 250 online choices.
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For information, call (860) 512-2800 • www.mcc.commnet.edu

